Focal Speakers: a speaker selection method able to deal with heterogeneous similarity criteria
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Abstract

In the context of the NEOLOGOS speech database creation project, we have studied several methods for the selection of representative speaker recordings. These methods operate a selection by optimizing a quality criterion defined in various speaker similarity modeling frameworks. The obtained selections can be cross-validated in the modeling frameworks which were not used for the optimization. The compared methods include K-Medians clustering, Hierarchical clustering, and a new method called the selection of Focal Speakers. Among these, only the new method is able to solve the joint optimization, across all the modeling frameworks, of the selection of representative speakers.

1. Presentation

The NEOLOGOS project [1] aims at creating a speech database for the French language, with the goal of answering the needs of the most recent developments in Speech/Speaker Recognition and Adaptation as well as Text-To-Speech synthesis. These recent developments promote the use of sets of specialized models instead of global models. Hence, they require some speech data distributed over a reduced number of carefully chosen representative speaker recordings, rather than distributed over a large set of non-specific speakers. Alternatively, the goal of limiting the number of recorded speakers without hampering the performances of the recognition or synthesis systems meets the practical concern of reducing the database collection costs.

In this context, the corner stone lies in the speaker selection method. This method should guarantee that the subset of speakers preserves a diversity of the recorded voices, both at the segmental and supra-segmental levels. A solution to this problem relies on clustering methods.

Section 2 will expose our methodological framework, and will introduce the methods used to model the speaker similarity. Section 3 will focus on the speaker selection methods. Section 4 will comment some experimental results.

2. General framework

2.1. Approach and notations

Let $M$ be a large number of speakers $x_i$, $i = 1, \ldots, M$, among which we want to choose a subset of $N < M$ reference speakers. In the context of the NEOLOGOS project, $N = 200$ and $M = 1000$. Let:

- $L = \{ \Theta_j ; j = 1, \ldots, N \}$ be a set of $N$ potential reference speakers $\Theta_j$;
- $d_A(x_i ; \Theta_j)$ be a function able to measure the distance, or dissimilarity, of $x_i$ to any reference speaker $\Theta_j$ in the modeling framework $A$;
- $\text{ref}_A(x_i | L) \in \text{arg} \min_{j=1}^{N} d_A(x_i, \Theta_j)$ the reference speaker which provides the best modeling of the speaker $x_i$ in the context of the method $A$:

$$\text{ref}_A(x_i | L) = \arg \min_{j=1}^{N} d_A(x_i, \Theta_j)$$

(1)

Given the above definitions, a measure of quality can be defined for a given list $L$ as:

$$Q_A(L) = \sum_{i=1}^{M} d_A(x_i, \text{ref}_A(x_i | L))$$

(2)

This quantity measures the total cost, or total loss of quality, that occurs when replacing each of the $M$ initial speakers by their best reference among the $N$ reference speakers listed in $L$, according to the modeling method $A$. The smaller this total loss, the more representative the reference list. In turn, finding the optimal subset $L^A$ of reference speakers with respect to the modeling method $A$ translates as:

$$L^A = \arg \min Q_A(L)$$

(3)

This optimization is the focus of the present paper and is detailed in section 3.

With this approach, it is also possible to evaluate a list $L^A$, optimized in the context of the modeling framework $A$, in terms of quality in the context of a different modeling framework $B$:

$$Q_B(L^A) = \sum_{i=1}^{M} d_B(x_i, \text{ref}_B(x_i | L^A))$$

(4)

2.2. Speaker similarity modeling

Many inter-speaker metrics have been studied in the context of clustering applications (e.g., [2], [3], [4] etc). For NEOLOGOS, we have chosen to apply three methods which focus on a variety of speech modeling aspects:

- the Canonical-Vowels (CV) metrics intends to account for physiological differences between speakers, related to their vocal tract dimensions, in a maximum likelihood modeling framework. It implements the inter-speaker distance as a sum of Kullback-Leibler distances between mono-Gaussian models of the phonemes /a/, /i/ and /u/;
- the Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) metrics makes minimal modeling assumptions, provides a “direct” comparison of the
speech signals, and is affiliated with classical speech recognition techniques. It implements the inter-speaker distance as an average DTW distance between speech segments corresponding to well pronounced breath groups;

 – the Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) metrics makes use of the acoustic models that are employed in state-of-the-art speaker recognition. It implements the inter-speaker distance as an estimate of the Kullback-Leibler distance between the GMMs of each individual speaker [5].

These methods are described with more detail in [6].

3. Speaker selection methods

Finding a global optimum by an exhaustive search among every possible combination of speakers is not tractable in practice, due to the high number \( C_N^M \) or \( (\binom{N}{2}) \) of possible combinations (e.g., for NELOGOS: \( C_200^{200} = (\binom{200}{200}) = 66172 \cdot 10^{215} \)). Nevertheless, this optimization problem can be understood as a clustering task. Classical clustering algorithms, able to find locally optimal solutions, include the K-Means algorithm (or a K-Medians variant) and the Hierarchical Clustering algorithm. In addition, we propose a new method called the Focal Speakers selection.

3.1. The K-Means/K-Medians algorithm

The K-Means algorithm [7] aims at grouping data in classes by locally minimizing the following criterion:

\[
Q = \sum_{i=1}^{M} d(x_i, \text{ref}(x_i|C)) = \sum_{n=1}^{N} \left( \sum_{x_i \in C_n} d(x_i, \text{ref}_n) \right) \tag{5}
\]

where \( C \) is a list of \( N \) classes \( C_n \) in which the data \( x_i \) will be clustered, and \( \text{ref}_n = \text{ref}(x_i|C) \) indicates the position of the centroid which abstracts the class \( C_n \). In our framework, the centroids have to be ultimately assimilated to real speakers. Besides, if this assimilation is made at each iteration, a lot of computation can be saved, because the distances between the centroids and the speakers can be read from a pre-computed matrix of inter-speaker distances. The corresponding discretized version of the K-Means algorithm, called the K-Medians, uses the following steps:

1. computation of the matrix of speaker similarities for the considered modeling method (CV, DTW or GMM);
2. random initialization, by a uniform draw of \( N \) reference speakers among the \( M > N \) initial speakers;
3. assignment of each speaker to the cluster characterized by the closest reference speaker;
4. for each new cluster, determination of the reference speaker as the median speaker, i.e. the one for which the sum of the distances to every other speaker in the cluster is minimum:

\[
c_n = \arg \min_{x_j \in C_n} \sum_{x_i \in C_n} d_A(x_i, x_j) \tag{6}
\]

5. iteration of steps (3) and (4) until the \( N \) clusters stabilize.

At step 3., the assignment is done so that each of the \( d(x_i, \text{ref}(x_i|C)) \) terms of the sum in equation (5) diminishes or stays the same; then, at step 4., the upgrade of \( c_n \) for each class \( C_n \) minimizes the \( \sum_{x_i \in C_n} d_A(x_i, \text{ref}_n) \) term explicitly, so that the second expression in (5) is further minimized. Therefore, the final solution will get a quality better than or equal to that of the list used for the initialization at step (2).

As a matter of fact, the result of the K-Medians is very dependent on the initialization, and the degree of quality of a locally optimal solution is undefined a priori. A solution consists in realizing a great number of runs of the algorithm, with different initializations, and to keep the local solution which reaches the best quality.

3.2. Hierarchical clustering

Whereas the K-Means/K-medians algorithm considers the data as a set of independent observations, the various versions of the Hierarchical Clustering algorithm [7] proceed by establishing a typology of the data which can be described by a tree, or dendrogram. In the tree, each node describes a group of observations, characteristic of a particular class of data. The building of the tree can be operated in two manners:

– agglomerative hierarchical clustering: the classes described in the parent nodes are determined by merging the characteristics defined in the child nodes. The nodes to merge are chosen so that they minimize the following criterion:

\[
\Delta(\Theta_i, \Theta_j) - \sum_{x_k \in \mathcal{P}_i} d_A(x_k, \Theta_i) - \sum_{x_k \in \mathcal{P}_j} d_A(x_k, \Theta_j) \tag{7}
\]

where \( \mathcal{P}_i \) is the population of the cluster/node represented by \( \Theta_i \), and \( \mathcal{P}_{i,j} \) is the union of the \( \mathcal{P}_i \) and \( \mathcal{P}_j \) populations. It can be shown that this criterion corresponds to a direct optimization of the quality \( Q_A \) within the constraints of the dendrogram construction. After each merge, a new representative speaker is chosen as the centroid of the merged population.

– divisive hierarchical clustering: the child nodes inherit from the characteristics of their parent, but are further divided so that they refine the taxonomy of the data. The node to divide is chosen so that it minimizes the criterion (7). For each node splitting, the speaker assignments and the centroids for the two child nodes are determined by the local application of a 2-classes K-Medians on the population of the parent node. Since this K-Medians is repeated over all the parent nodes to minimize (7), the divisive version is significantly heavier than the agglomerative one.

In any case, the tree-building procedure is stopped when the number of nodes reaches the requested number of clusters (200 for NELOGOS). The list of reference speakers obtained by the Hierarchical Clustering procedure can be used as an initialization for the K-Medians.

3.3. The Focal Speakers method

Presentation – This method is based on empirical considerations. It starts from the hypothesis that speaker subsets with a good quality are more likely to contain some speakers of the global optimum. If this hypothesis is true, the reference speakers of the global optimum should appear more often than others in a set \( L_K = \{ L_k; k = 1, \ldots , K \} \) made of a union of locally good speaker lists. To verify this, we computed the number of occurrences of each of the \( M \) initial speakers \( x_i \) among:

(a) \( K \) random lists of \( N \) speakers;
(b) the \( K \) best lists of a great number of random lists;
The number of times the speaker \( x_i \) appears in \( L_K \) is therefore defined as:

\[
\text{Freq}(i \mid L_K) = \sum_{L_k \subseteq L_K} \delta_k(i)
\]

Figure 1: Number of speaker occurrences for various compositions of \( L_{500} \).

Figure 2: Quality of the lists of Focal Speakers as a function of the number \( K \) of best random lists in \( L_{500}^\text{rand} \), in the DTW modeling framework. (See the text for more explanations.)

(c) the \( K \) best lists among the solutions given by a great number of runs of the K-Medians.

The results are depicted in figure 1, for lists of \( N = 200 \) speakers taken among \( M = 1000 \) speakers, and with \( L_K \) gathering \( K = 500 \) lists taken from 400 000 initial lists. The number of occurrences of each speaker (black dots) is compared to the expected number \( K \times N/M = 100 \), corresponding to a uniform draw of 200 speakers among 1000. The figure shows that some speakers appear more often than the average across the series of lists characterized by their locally good quality. This suggests that there is a correlation between the quality of the lists and the fact that they contain some particular reference speakers.

Reverting this idea, we have studied if the \( N \) most frequent speakers in a set of lists characterized by their good quality would correspond to a good selection of reference speakers. Let:

- \( L_K = \{ L_k ; k = 1, \ldots, K \} \) be a set of speaker lists \( L_k \):
- \( \delta_k(i) = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if speaker } x_i \in L_k; \\ 0 & \text{else.} \end{cases} \)

The number of times the speaker \( x_i \) appears in \( L_K \) is therefore defined as:

\[
\text{Freq}(i \mid L_K) = \sum_{L_k \subseteq L_K} \delta_k(i)
\]

Figure 3: Evaluation of the solutions of the K-Medians, Hierarchical Clustering and Focal Speakers methods, optimized in each separate framework. (See the text for more explanations.)

Then, the speakers corresponding to the \( N \) highest values of \( \text{Freq}(i \mid L_K) \) can be selected to constitute a list of so called Focal Speakers. This list will be noted \( L_{\text{foc}}(L_K) \). Its quality \( Q_A(L_{\text{foc}}(L_K)) \) can be computed from various sets \( L_K \) of “good lists”, and, in particular:

- the set \( L_{K}^\text{rand} \) containing the \( K \) best of 400 000 random lists;
- the set \( L_{K}^\text{med} \) containing the \( K \) best of 400 000 K-Medians results.

Figure 2 illustrates the evolution of \( Q_{\text{DTW}}(L_{\text{foc}}(L_{K}^{\text{rand}})) \) versus the number \( K \) of lists in \( L_{K}^{\text{rand}} \). This evolution is shown by the gray curve. The quantity of the best list in \( L_{K}^{\text{rand}} \) corresponds to \( K = 1 \). The lower the quality value, the better the list: for every value of \( K \), \( L_{\text{foc}}(L_K) \) has a better quality than the best list in \( L_K \).

The lists of focal speakers obtained for each \( K \) can be used to initialize additional runs of K-Medians. The resulting additional gain of quality is represented by the black curve.

Joint optimization across various modeling frameworks – The Focal Speakers approach naturally suggests a joint optimization for the three speaker similarity modeling frameworks. One can search the focal speakers among a set \( L_{K}^{\text{rand}} \) or a set \( L_{K}^{\text{med}} \) formed by gathering the best lists obtained in CV, DTW and GMM. The corresponding results will be given in the next section.

4. Results

Figure 3 compares the solutions of the various speaker selection algorithms for each of the 3 separate modeling frameworks:

- the gray Gaussian is the density of quality of 400 000 random lists. The black Gaussian is the density of quality for the related
400,000 K-Medians solutions. The short flag (at level 0.5) indicates the position of the best K-Medians solution (the lower the abscissa value, the better the quality);

– the medium sized flags (at level 1) indicate the solutions of the Hierarchical Clustering (HC) in the agglomerative case (solid) and divisive case (dashed), both before (gray) and after (black) an additional run of K-Medians;

– the taller flags (at level 1.5) indicate the solutions of the Focal Speakers method for the optimal $K$ in $L_{K\text{med}}^{\text{rand}}$ (dashed) and $L_{K\text{med}}^{\text{med}}$ (solid); these solutions are indicated before (gray) and after (black) an additional run of K-Medians.

The agglomerative HC reaches better results than the divisive HC. The Focal Speakers method reaches qualities comparable to the agglomerative HC, both with the best random lists and with the best K-Medians.

Figure 4 considers the solutions optimized in the DTW framework, and evaluates them in the context of the alternate modeling methods. It shows that an optimal quality in a given modeling framework does not necessarily guarantee a good quality in the other ones. For example, the solution brought by the agglomerative HC applied in the DTW framework (distinctly marked in the figure) is the best in its framework of origin, but has a low quality with respect to CV and GMM modeling. Similar effects have been observed in the other cases of match or mismatch between the optimization context and the evaluation context.

The bold gray flags indicate the quality of $L_{\text{rand}}(L_{K\text{med}}^{\text{rand}})$ (dashed) and of $L_{\text{med}}(L_{K\text{med}}^{\text{med}})$ (solid) for $K = 500$ lists in each framework (1500 lists in total). As opposed to the previous case, the quality of these optimal lists of reference speakers is consistently good in all the frameworks. Besides, these lists can be used to initialize an additional K-medians in each of the separate frameworks, giving 3 more lists with an even better (or same) quality in all the frameworks (not depicted).

Using $K = 500$ lists is, for the moment, an ad-hoc choice. We have observed that it does not influence so much the quality of the result: taking the 1000 best lists of each framework gave comparable results. Nevertheless, more elaborate ways to compose $L_{\text{CV,DTW,GMM}}$ could be studied.

5. Conclusions and perspectives

In the context of the constitution of the NEOLOGOS speech database, we have compared several methods for the selection of representative speaker recordings: one based on K-Medians clustering, one based on Hierarchical clustering and one based on a new method called the Focal Speakers selection. These methods can find some optimal selections of speakers in a variety of speaker similarity modeling contexts. Besides, the optimal solutions that they provide can be cross-validated in the modeling contexts which were not used for the optimization. While the Hierarchical Clustering gives the best selection for each isolated modeling framework, only the new Focal Speakers method is able to reach solutions having a consistently good quality across all the modeling frameworks. We believe that this new approach deserves to be further investigated and tested in other contexts, since it offers an interesting strategy for selecting optimal subsets of data across multiple representations and quality criteria.
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